question, “Is anyone exactly like you?” Review
the charts to illustrate what characteristics we
share, which are different, and how that makes
us all unique.

You can help children develop their social awareness about the many different people who
live in their communities. Supporting social awareness will help children learn to understand
themselves, accept others for who they are, and appreciate the uniqueness of all people.
D I V E R S E P R E T E N D P L AY

Age group: Infants

Age group: Toddlers

What you need: Pictures of each child’s family

What you need: A variety of dramatic play materials

members, construction paper, hole-punch, glue, scissors,
yarn, marker, and clear contact paper.

that reflect other cultures, places, abilities, gender roles,
and ages such as multi-cultural baby dolls, baby clothes,
blankets, bottles, diapers, plastic food, cooking utensils,
empty food containers, costumes, play tools or medical
kits, adhesive bandages, wheelchairs or crutches for dolls,
display photos, etc.

faces of people who belong to their family, and learn the
vocabulary needed to describe who they are. Extend this
activity by placing pictures of you and the infants in your
program on the wall. Sing the song with first names so
they begin to identify each other.

Source: Adapted from page 187 of The Encyclopedia of
Infant and Toddler Activities for Children Birth to Three,
edited by Kathy Charner, Maureen Murphy, and Charlie
Clark (Gryphon House, 2006).

WHO I AM POEMS

Age group: School Age
What you need: Paper, pencils, crayons, and
markers.

What you do: Invite toddlers to sit with you and play.
Have conversations with children and extend their
thinking by asking open-ended questions, or by letting
them take the lead in play. Make baby dolls, baby clothes,
bottles, blankets, and diapers available for play every day,
but change other items to inspire interest.

http://www.edchange.org/
multicultural/activities/
poetry.html.

Therefore, CHS provides a variety of
services to children and families in
California and nationwide, working to
improve their quality of life by offering
vital information, education and resource
services, and child care assistance.
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CHS also serves as an expert resource
for childcare providers, other social
service agencies, and government
agencies at the local, state, and
national level. To learn more about
CHS and resources available to you,
please visit our website at
www.chs-ca.org.
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“FIND SOMEONE WHO” GAME

Age group: Preschool
What you need: Chart paper and a pencil or pen.

Children are curious about the similarities and
differences between people. They are naturally
drawn to those who have things in common
with them, but they can learn to appreciate,
respect, and value those who are different. Our
world is diverse. It is rich with different people,
traditions, languages, music, food, weather,
animals, plants, and architecture.
Children who are given the
opportunity to explore diversity
in a positive, respectful way will
learn to value, appreciate, play,
and work with others more
cooperatively.
Use an anti-bias approach to make
diversity a priority in your program.
The term “anti-bias” refers to respecting
and embracing differences, and acting against
bias and unfairness. The goal is to create an

environment where every child feels welcomed,
valued, and confident. You can use the book,
Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and
Ourselves by Louise Derman-Sparks and Julie
Olsen Edwards as a reference. Educators can
support children in their discovery of diversity
through the learning environment and
materials, meaningful interactions, and
by encouraging family involvement.
Design the environment for daily
individual and group exploration
of diversity. You can create a
large gathering area where
children can make music with
instruments from around the
world as a group, and provide a cozy
area to read books alone. Some books
with diversity themes you can add to your
continued on page 4

REFLECTING ON TOLERANCE

What you do: In a group, discuss the words: same,
different, and unique. Ask children to: “Find someone
who has hair the same color as yours.” Make a chart of
different hair colors and list names under each color.
Continue with: “Find someone who has the same eyes,
height, or shoes.” If there are twins in your group, ask
them to share how they are different. Close with the
continued on page 6

Take a look at the books, dolls, toys, music, dress-up clothes, posters, and other learning materials in
your program. Consider how the children speak to each other and play together. Keeping all of that in
mind, reflect on the following questions:
PAID

What they learn: Infants practice recognizing the

Source: Adapted from
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infant. Cut each sheet of construction paper in half to
create pages. Then glue pictures of their family members
on each page. Write the name of the family member
below the photo. Cover each page with clear contact
paper (or lamination), punch holes down the left side, and
use yarn to hold the pages together. Hold one infant in
your lap with her back against you, and as you read her
book together, point to each photo and sing this song to
the tune of “Are You Sleeping:” Here is mommy, here is
mommy, she loves you, she loves you, every single day, every
single way, mommy loves you, mommy loves you. Repeat the
song for each family member’s photo (daddy, grandma,
uncle, etc.).

hubeducation.com/elementary-schoolactivities/69159-find-someone-who-gamefor-promoting-tolerance/

What they learn: Children explore their own
identity and learn about others. Extend learning
by discussing the many characteristics people
associate with themselves (physical traits,
music preferences, clothing,
language, etc.).

At CHS, we view a child not in isolation,
but in the context of each family’s
health, stability, and resources. We
believe that families are fundamentally
strong and resilient. The mission of
CHS is to reach out to children and
families at risk with a range of
services to ensure every child the
opportunity to develop within a safe,
healthy, and secure environment.
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What you do: Prepare a Family Photo Book for each

Source: Adapted from http://www.bright
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characteristics make up a person (how parts
make a whole). They also learn that even when
people appear to be similar, they have
differences that make them unique, and that
similarities help create connections.

What you do: Ask children to write a poem
about who they are. Each line should start with
the phrase “I am…” For example: “I am
basketball. I am ice cream. I am Harry Potter
books.” The poems can be as long or as short
as they like. When they are done, they can draw
illustrations around their poem. Hold a Poetry
Reading event where children can share their
poems.

SUMMER 2017

SUMMER 2017

Social Awareness

For over 125 years, Children’s Home
Society of California (CHS) has
adapted to the changing needs of
children and families. Since 1891, CHS
has worked diligently to protect our
community’s children and strengthen
their families through diverse
programs and services.

If you would like additional copies of this newsletter to share with parents or other child care
providers, please visit our website at www.chs-ca.org/for-providers/provider-newsletter.

SPRING 2016

Social Awareness

What they learn: Children explore how

5
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continued from page 5

• Are children learning about people who are different from themselves in
my program? How? Is there more I can do?
• How can I partner with families in my program to support children
in developing attitudes of acceptance and inclusion?
Source: Adapted from the California Preschool Curriculum Framework, Volume III by the
California Department of Education (Sacramento, 2013).

C H I L D H E A LT H

CARING FOR KIDS

H e at st r o ke
in Cars
Parents and caregivers transport children every day in cars.
Even though they drive safely and use appropriate car seats
and seatbelts, there is one item that is often overlooked:
leaving children unattended in a car. Children left
unattended in a car can be seriously injured, or die from
heatstroke. This is completely preventable, and yet an
average of thirty seven children dies from heatstroke each
year in the United States.
Many people do not realize that temperatures inside a car
can be 50° hotter than outside, even if the windows are
rolled down. If it is only 70° outside, the inside of a car
can be 90° within ten minutes, and 120° within one hour.
Heatstroke usually occurs when the body’s core
temperature reaches 104° Fahrenheit, and a child’s body
will heat three to five times faster than an adult’s. For this
reason, no child should be left unattended in a car; not
even for a minute.

Cr e a t e a S e nsor y Garde n
A sensory garden can provide a variety of learning experiences
for children of all ages. Children, especially infants and toddlers,
are captivated by anything that stimulates their senses. When
something appeals to their sense of sight, hearing, sound,
touch, or smell, they become curious to investigate the source,
and their curiosity leads them to learn.
Sensory gardens are designed to stimulate the senses and they
can be large or small. Start by deciding on the space you want
to use. Choose natural materials such as small logs, gravel, or
woodchips to create paths and borders. You can create
different sight levels, or privacy areas, by planting on the
ground and also in large pots.
Select plants that are not poisonous. Call the Poison Control
Center at 1-800-222-1222 for a list of safe plants. Look for
different colors, textures to touch (soft, fuzzy, shiny, and stiff),
shapes, and scents. Add bird feeders and choose flowers and
trees that attract butterflies and insects such as manzanita,
sage, California poppies, or pine trees. Boston ferns and spider
plants can be hung and left to grow long so children can reach
up to touch them and watch them move with breezes.

stronger scents and offer interesting textures to touch. You can
include more scent features such as mixing sawdust or grass
cuttings with soil. Choose herbs that have a pleasant smell
when crushed, such as mint or thyme. Include more plants to
taste, such as “bright lights” Swiss chard and wild strawberries.

In more than half of the cases where death occurred,
children were under the age of three and forgotten in
the car. If you transport children, make sure all children
are out of the car before locking it. You can also help
parents remember not to forget children by suggesting
they place their purse, briefcase, or cell phone on the
floorboard directly under the car seat. It is easy for
a parent who does not normally
transport the child to accidentally
leave him in the car. If a child does
not arrive to your program at the
scheduled time, immediately call
parents to make sure the child is
safe. If you see a child alone in a
car, call 9-1-1 and report it. For
more information, visit
https://www.safecar.gov.

continued from page 1

D e l i g h t f u l Dive r sit y
reading area are: Whoever You Are by Mem Fox, The Family Book by Todd Parr, All
Families are Different by Sol Gordon and Vivien Cohen, All the Colors of the Earth by
Sheila Hamanaka, A Cool Drink of Water by Barbara Kerley, Special People, Special
Ways by Arlene Maguire, and Jamaica and Brianna by Juanita Havill.
Small groups can explore social roles with multicultural dolls, dress-up clothes for
different occupations, unique eating utensils like chopsticks, and traditional foods
or empty food containers for culturally distinctive foods such as masa de maíz
(Spanish for cornmeal dough) or panko (Japanese for bread crumbs). Add
crayons, markers, pencils, and paints for different skin tones to the art area. Post
pictures of the families in your program at eye level around the room. In the
science area, add plants that are typical of a region or country such as the
bamboo that pandas in China like to eat. Connect plants and animals with the
cultures of the people living there. Explore how plants and animals influence food,
crafts, clothing, and buildings.
Use the environment and materials to create opportunities for meaningful
conversations about diversity. Be aware of your own biases as you model how to
respectfully listen and speak to others with an open mind. As children develop
their attitudes and beliefs from the adults in their lives, it is important to reach
out to families. Ask them what elements of their culture they want to see in your
program. Encourage parents to visit and speak about their work, traditions, and
country. They can also share a cooking activity, read books, or sing songs in their
native language, bring in an artifact, or teach children traditional games from their
childhood. When parents share what is special about their family, children
experience a sense of pride and belonging, and that makes diversity delightful.
Source: California Preschool Curriculum Framework, Volume III by the California Department of Education
(Sacramento, 2013).

Offer more sensory experiences by creating a digging area that
allows children to smell damp earth and
search for worms, or make wind chimes
from wood, metal spoons, or sea shells as
a sound feature. The possibilities are
endless! What will you put in your
sensory garden?

Create a welcoming atmosphere for parents
and encourage them to participate in their
child’s development and learning. Greet
parents with a smile as they enter, provide
an area with adult seating, and use a parent
news board to post opportunities for
parents to participate in the program. Offer
opportunities to help during program hours,
or from home. Here are some ideas for parent
participation to get you started:
• Assist with a field trip
• Bring recyclables for projects (boxes and
containers, lids, paper tubes, magazines,
newspapers)
• Complete a take-home project with their
child
• Cut out paper for art projects
• Help with bulletin boards
• Organize emergency supplies
• Participate in special events (meetings,
workshops, celebrations)
• Post a “wish list” for donations of toys and
materials
• Read books to children
• Share a talent (cooking, yoga, music,
carpentry)
• Take photos and create a photo display
• Wash toys, dress-up clothes, and blankets
• Work in the garden

Rice with Lentils, Mushrooms, and Garlic
Combining rice with lentils creates a complete protein, and mushrooms are high in vitamins B, D, and potassium. Children
can help with seasoning the mushrooms and mixing cooked ingredients for this healthy main dish.

Source: The internet link http://growingminds.org/documents/sensory-gardens.pdf
was accessed in May 2017.

Ingredients

Directions

•
•
•
•
•

1. Preheat oven to 350˚F.
2. Line large baking sheet with parchment paper. Toss sliced
mushrooms with 1 Tbs. balsamic vinaigrette in large bowl, and
season with garlic, salt, and pepper. Spread on prepared baking
sheet in single layer. Roast mushrooms 20 to 30 minutes in oven,
or until tender and browned, stirring halfway through.
3. Meanwhile, bring lentils and 2 and a half cups water to boil in
small saucepan. Reduce heat to medium-low, and simmer 20 to
25 minutes for green lentils, 10 to 15 minutes for red lentils, or
until tender. Drain and transfer to medium bowl. Stir in 1 Tbs.
balsamic vinaigrette. Cover and keep warm.
4. Stir in mushrooms, hot rice, and remaining 1 Tbs. balsamic
vinaigrette. Season with more garlic, salt, and pepper, if desired.

Garlic powder (to taste)
6 cups sliced button or cremini mushrooms
3 Tbs. balsamic vinaigrette dressing, divided
1 cup green or red lentils
2 cups cooked brown rice

Separate flowers with strong scents, such as gardenias and star
jasmine, so children can distinguish between them. Hens and
chicks, Christmas cactus, or deer grass can be used to separate
2
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3

4

Source: Adapted from http://www.vegetariantimes.com in January of 2017.
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Even though they drive safely and use appropriate car seats
and seatbelts, there is one item that is often overlooked:
leaving children unattended in a car. Children left
unattended in a car can be seriously injured, or die from
heatstroke. This is completely preventable, and yet an
average of thirty seven children dies from heatstroke each
year in the United States.
Many people do not realize that temperatures inside a car
can be 50° hotter than outside, even if the windows are
rolled down. If it is only 70° outside, the inside of a car
can be 90° within ten minutes, and 120° within one hour.
Heatstroke usually occurs when the body’s core
temperature reaches 104° Fahrenheit, and a child’s body
will heat three to five times faster than an adult’s. For this
reason, no child should be left unattended in a car; not
even for a minute.

Cr e a t e a S e nsor y Garde n
A sensory garden can provide a variety of learning experiences
for children of all ages. Children, especially infants and toddlers,
are captivated by anything that stimulates their senses. When
something appeals to their sense of sight, hearing, sound,
touch, or smell, they become curious to investigate the source,
and their curiosity leads them to learn.
Sensory gardens are designed to stimulate the senses and they
can be large or small. Start by deciding on the space you want
to use. Choose natural materials such as small logs, gravel, or
woodchips to create paths and borders. You can create
different sight levels, or privacy areas, by planting on the
ground and also in large pots.
Select plants that are not poisonous. Call the Poison Control
Center at 1-800-222-1222 for a list of safe plants. Look for
different colors, textures to touch (soft, fuzzy, shiny, and stiff),
shapes, and scents. Add bird feeders and choose flowers and
trees that attract butterflies and insects such as manzanita,
sage, California poppies, or pine trees. Boston ferns and spider
plants can be hung and left to grow long so children can reach
up to touch them and watch them move with breezes.

stronger scents and offer interesting textures to touch. You can
include more scent features such as mixing sawdust or grass
cuttings with soil. Choose herbs that have a pleasant smell
when crushed, such as mint or thyme. Include more plants to
taste, such as “bright lights” Swiss chard and wild strawberries.

In more than half of the cases where death occurred,
children were under the age of three and forgotten in
the car. If you transport children, make sure all children
are out of the car before locking it. You can also help
parents remember not to forget children by suggesting
they place their purse, briefcase, or cell phone on the
floorboard directly under the car seat. It is easy for
a parent who does not normally
transport the child to accidentally
leave him in the car. If a child does
not arrive to your program at the
scheduled time, immediately call
parents to make sure the child is
safe. If you see a child alone in a
car, call 9-1-1 and report it. For
more information, visit
https://www.safecar.gov.
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Ways by Arlene Maguire, and Jamaica and Brianna by Juanita Havill.
Small groups can explore social roles with multicultural dolls, dress-up clothes for
different occupations, unique eating utensils like chopsticks, and traditional foods
or empty food containers for culturally distinctive foods such as masa de maíz
(Spanish for cornmeal dough) or panko (Japanese for bread crumbs). Add
crayons, markers, pencils, and paints for different skin tones to the art area. Post
pictures of the families in your program at eye level around the room. In the
science area, add plants that are typical of a region or country such as the
bamboo that pandas in China like to eat. Connect plants and animals with the
cultures of the people living there. Explore how plants and animals influence food,
crafts, clothing, and buildings.
Use the environment and materials to create opportunities for meaningful
conversations about diversity. Be aware of your own biases as you model how to
respectfully listen and speak to others with an open mind. As children develop
their attitudes and beliefs from the adults in their lives, it is important to reach
out to families. Ask them what elements of their culture they want to see in your
program. Encourage parents to visit and speak about their work, traditions, and
country. They can also share a cooking activity, read books, or sing songs in their
native language, bring in an artifact, or teach children traditional games from their
childhood. When parents share what is special about their family, children
experience a sense of pride and belonging, and that makes diversity delightful.
Source: California Preschool Curriculum Framework, Volume III by the California Department of Education
(Sacramento, 2013).

Offer more sensory experiences by creating a digging area that
allows children to smell damp earth and
search for worms, or make wind chimes
from wood, metal spoons, or sea shells as
a sound feature. The possibilities are
endless! What will you put in your
sensory garden?

Create a welcoming atmosphere for parents
and encourage them to participate in their
child’s development and learning. Greet
parents with a smile as they enter, provide
an area with adult seating, and use a parent
news board to post opportunities for
parents to participate in the program. Offer
opportunities to help during program hours,
or from home. Here are some ideas for parent
participation to get you started:
• Assist with a field trip
• Bring recyclables for projects (boxes and
containers, lids, paper tubes, magazines,
newspapers)
• Complete a take-home project with their
child
• Cut out paper for art projects
• Help with bulletin boards
• Organize emergency supplies
• Participate in special events (meetings,
workshops, celebrations)
• Post a “wish list” for donations of toys and
materials
• Read books to children
• Share a talent (cooking, yoga, music,
carpentry)
• Take photos and create a photo display
• Wash toys, dress-up clothes, and blankets
• Work in the garden

Rice with Lentils, Mushrooms, and Garlic
Combining rice with lentils creates a complete protein, and mushrooms are high in vitamins B, D, and potassium. Children
can help with seasoning the mushrooms and mixing cooked ingredients for this healthy main dish.
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Directions
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1. Preheat oven to 350˚F.
2. Line large baking sheet with parchment paper. Toss sliced
mushrooms with 1 Tbs. balsamic vinaigrette in large bowl, and
season with garlic, salt, and pepper. Spread on prepared baking
sheet in single layer. Roast mushrooms 20 to 30 minutes in oven,
or until tender and browned, stirring halfway through.
3. Meanwhile, bring lentils and 2 and a half cups water to boil in
small saucepan. Reduce heat to medium-low, and simmer 20 to
25 minutes for green lentils, 10 to 15 minutes for red lentils, or
until tender. Drain and transfer to medium bowl. Stir in 1 Tbs.
balsamic vinaigrette. Cover and keep warm.
4. Stir in mushrooms, hot rice, and remaining 1 Tbs. balsamic
vinaigrette. Season with more garlic, salt, and pepper, if desired.
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6 cups sliced button or cremini mushrooms
3 Tbs. balsamic vinaigrette dressing, divided
1 cup green or red lentils
2 cups cooked brown rice
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even for a minute.
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include more scent features such as mixing sawdust or grass
cuttings with soil. Choose herbs that have a pleasant smell
when crushed, such as mint or thyme. Include more plants to
taste, such as “bright lights” Swiss chard and wild strawberries.

In more than half of the cases where death occurred,
children were under the age of three and forgotten in
the car. If you transport children, make sure all children
are out of the car before locking it. You can also help
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childhood. When parents share what is special about their family, children
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newspapers)
• Complete a take-home project with their
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1. Preheat oven to 350˚F.
2. Line large baking sheet with parchment paper. Toss sliced
mushrooms with 1 Tbs. balsamic vinaigrette in large bowl, and
season with garlic, salt, and pepper. Spread on prepared baking
sheet in single layer. Roast mushrooms 20 to 30 minutes in oven,
or until tender and browned, stirring halfway through.
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vinaigrette. Season with more garlic, salt, and pepper, if desired.

Garlic powder (to taste)
6 cups sliced button or cremini mushrooms
3 Tbs. balsamic vinaigrette dressing, divided
1 cup green or red lentils
2 cups cooked brown rice

Separate flowers with strong scents, such as gardenias and star
jasmine, so children can distinguish between them. Hens and
chicks, Christmas cactus, or deer grass can be used to separate
2

I N V O LV I N G PA R E N T S

3

4

Source: Adapted from http://www.vegetariantimes.com in January of 2017.

question, “Is anyone exactly like you?” Review
the charts to illustrate what characteristics we
share, which are different, and how that makes
us all unique.

You can help children develop their social awareness about the many different people who
live in their communities. Supporting social awareness will help children learn to understand
themselves, accept others for who they are, and appreciate the uniqueness of all people.
D I V E R S E P R E T E N D P L AY

Age group: Infants

Age group: Toddlers

What you need: Pictures of each child’s family

What you need: A variety of dramatic play materials

members, construction paper, hole-punch, glue, scissors,
yarn, marker, and clear contact paper.

that reflect other cultures, places, abilities, gender roles,
and ages such as multi-cultural baby dolls, baby clothes,
blankets, bottles, diapers, plastic food, cooking utensils,
empty food containers, costumes, play tools or medical
kits, adhesive bandages, wheelchairs or crutches for dolls,
display photos, etc.

faces of people who belong to their family, and learn the
vocabulary needed to describe who they are. Extend this
activity by placing pictures of you and the infants in your
program on the wall. Sing the song with first names so
they begin to identify each other.

Source: Adapted from page 187 of The Encyclopedia of
Infant and Toddler Activities for Children Birth to Three,
edited by Kathy Charner, Maureen Murphy, and Charlie
Clark (Gryphon House, 2006).

WHO I AM POEMS

Age group: School Age
What you need: Paper, pencils, crayons, and
markers.

What you do: Invite toddlers to sit with you and play.
Have conversations with children and extend their
thinking by asking open-ended questions, or by letting
them take the lead in play. Make baby dolls, baby clothes,
bottles, blankets, and diapers available for play every day,
but change other items to inspire interest.

http://www.edchange.org/
multicultural/activities/
poetry.html.

Therefore, CHS provides a variety of
services to children and families in
California and nationwide, working to
improve their quality of life by offering
vital information, education and resource
services, and child care assistance.

Early Learning & Education
PROGRAMS

CHS also serves as an expert resource
for childcare providers, other social
service agencies, and government
agencies at the local, state, and
national level. To learn more about
CHS and resources available to you,
please visit our website at
www.chs-ca.org.
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What they learn: Through dramatic play, toddlers can
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explore culturally diverse materials, role-play, and develop
empathy. As they nurture baby dolls by feeding and
dressing them, they begin to understand that other people
have needs and wants. This helps them develop stronger
empathy.

Involving Parents 4
Rice with Lentils,
Mushrooms, and Garlic 4
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“FIND SOMEONE WHO” GAME

Age group: Preschool
What you need: Chart paper and a pencil or pen.

Children are curious about the similarities and
differences between people. They are naturally
drawn to those who have things in common
with them, but they can learn to appreciate,
respect, and value those who are different. Our
world is diverse. It is rich with different people,
traditions, languages, music, food, weather,
animals, plants, and architecture.
Children who are given the
opportunity to explore diversity
in a positive, respectful way will
learn to value, appreciate, play,
and work with others more
cooperatively.
Use an anti-bias approach to make
diversity a priority in your program.
The term “anti-bias” refers to respecting
and embracing differences, and acting against
bias and unfairness. The goal is to create an

environment where every child feels welcomed,
valued, and confident. You can use the book,
Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and
Ourselves by Louise Derman-Sparks and Julie
Olsen Edwards as a reference. Educators can
support children in their discovery of diversity
through the learning environment and
materials, meaningful interactions, and
by encouraging family involvement.
Design the environment for daily
individual and group exploration
of diversity. You can create a
large gathering area where
children can make music with
instruments from around the
world as a group, and provide a cozy
area to read books alone. Some books
with diversity themes you can add to your
continued on page 4

REFLECTING ON TOLERANCE

What you do: In a group, discuss the words: same,
different, and unique. Ask children to: “Find someone
who has hair the same color as yours.” Make a chart of
different hair colors and list names under each color.
Continue with: “Find someone who has the same eyes,
height, or shoes.” If there are twins in your group, ask
them to share how they are different. Close with the
continued on page 6

Take a look at the books, dolls, toys, music, dress-up clothes, posters, and other learning materials in
your program. Consider how the children speak to each other and play together. Keeping all of that in
mind, reflect on the following questions:
PAID

What they learn: Infants practice recognizing the

Source: Adapted from

NON-PROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE

infant. Cut each sheet of construction paper in half to
create pages. Then glue pictures of their family members
on each page. Write the name of the family member
below the photo. Cover each page with clear contact
paper (or lamination), punch holes down the left side, and
use yarn to hold the pages together. Hold one infant in
your lap with her back against you, and as you read her
book together, point to each photo and sing this song to
the tune of “Are You Sleeping:” Here is mommy, here is
mommy, she loves you, she loves you, every single day, every
single way, mommy loves you, mommy loves you. Repeat the
song for each family member’s photo (daddy, grandma,
uncle, etc.).

hubeducation.com/elementary-schoolactivities/69159-find-someone-who-gamefor-promoting-tolerance/

What they learn: Children explore their own
identity and learn about others. Extend learning
by discussing the many characteristics people
associate with themselves (physical traits,
music preferences, clothing,
language, etc.).

At CHS, we view a child not in isolation,
but in the context of each family’s
health, stability, and resources. We
believe that families are fundamentally
strong and resilient. The mission of
CHS is to reach out to children and
families at risk with a range of
services to ensure every child the
opportunity to develop within a safe,
healthy, and secure environment.

Address Service Requested

What you do: Prepare a Family Photo Book for each

Source: Adapted from http://www.bright
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PERMIT NO. 32415
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characteristics make up a person (how parts
make a whole). They also learn that even when
people appear to be similar, they have
differences that make them unique, and that
similarities help create connections.

What you do: Ask children to write a poem
about who they are. Each line should start with
the phrase “I am…” For example: “I am
basketball. I am ice cream. I am Harry Potter
books.” The poems can be as long or as short
as they like. When they are done, they can draw
illustrations around their poem. Hold a Poetry
Reading event where children can share their
poems.

SUMMER 2017

SUMMER 2017

Social Awareness

For over 125 years, Children’s Home
Society of California (CHS) has
adapted to the changing needs of
children and families. Since 1891, CHS
has worked diligently to protect our
community’s children and strengthen
their families through diverse
programs and services.

If you would like additional copies of this newsletter to share with parents or other child care
providers, please visit our website at www.chs-ca.org/for-providers/provider-newsletter.

SPRING 2016

Social Awareness

What they learn: Children explore how

5

ABOUT CHS

continued from page 5

• Are children learning about people who are different from themselves in
my program? How? Is there more I can do?
• How can I partner with families in my program to support children
in developing attitudes of acceptance and inclusion?
Source: Adapted from the California Preschool Curriculum Framework, Volume III by the
California Department of Education (Sacramento, 2013).
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